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Abstract : To Extract valid information from video, without any loss of information, much attention is being
paid to video processing technology. For this key frame is very useful technique. Extracting a small number of
key frames that can abstract the content of video is very important for efficient browsing and retrieval in video
databases. Consequently, technologies for video segmentation and key-frame extraction have become crucial
for the development of advanced digital video systems. In this paper, Shot Boundary is detected by using very
popular method i.e. Histogram method. By using this Shot Boundary the Key frame is extracted from the video.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, use of video bases information in increasing more and more. Due to this many
research is done in the area of video. Owing to the decreasing cost of storage devices, higher transmission rates,
and improved compression techniques, digital video is becoming available at an ever increasing rate. Key frame
extraction is very useful in video summarization, searching a salient features fro m the video online video
retrieval and abstract establishing. For finding a key frame fro m video, first fin d out the edge detection between
two scenes i.e. shot boundary detection and then find a valid frame which contains the salient features or
abstract of the video. Detection. Many persons have worked in the area of the video detection, video
summarization an searching the main content of the video [3-6]. A mong these approaches, shot transition
detection is the first step of content-based video analysis and key frame is a simp le yet efficient form of video
abstract. Figure 1 shows the flow process for key fra me extraction. As shown in figure 1, video stream is taken
as an input and converts into different scenes and then it is into the different shots. After the detection of the
shot boundary the valid key is extracted fro m the different frames.

Fig.1 Flo w of Process
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II.

TYPES OF SHOTS

Videos are made using different combination of shots. Many shots together make a different scene and different
scenes together make a total video. Shot shows a continuous action in an image sequence. The consecutive
frames fro m the start to the end of recording in a camera are called shot [1]. There are mainly two types of
transitions which used in that field.
1. Cut or Abrupt (discontinuous): It is defined as finish first shot and direct start second shot its called Cut
Transition.
2. Gradual (continuous): The gradual change occurs over multiple frames. It has four different types of
transitions. Those are
A) Fade in: Image gradually change fro m b lank to current image is called fade in.
B) Fade out: Image gradually change fro m current image to blank is called fade out.
C) Dissolve: Image g radually changes between two distinct frames is called d issolve.
D) Wipe: A wipe occurs when a line moves across the screen, with the new scene appearing behind line.

III.

SHOT BOUNDARY D ETECTION

3.1. Histogram Method:
There are six kinds of histogram match [8]. Ho wever, through comparing several kinds of histogram
matching methods, Nagasaka [10] reached on conclusion that x2 histogram outperformed others in Shot
Boundary Recognition. Hence, x2 histogram matching method is referred in this paper. Here we also used
different approach for finding a difference of two frames because here we do not convert image into block but
we just take whole image intensity for three basic colors. For that first of all, fra mes are converted into three
different color i.e. R(Red), G(Green), B(Blue). The steps for histogram methods are as follows:
1)

Co mpute the Histogram of kth and (k+1)th frames for d ifferent three colors Hr, Hg and Hb, where Hr, Hg,
and Hb are histogram of red, green and blue respectively. Now calculate the difference between two frames
using (1):
D f (k,k+1) =

[H(k,i) – H(k+1,i)]2
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬
H(k,i)

(1)

Where H(k,i) and H(k+1,i) is stands for histogram of Red, Green and Blue for consecutive frames.
2)

Calculate the total difference for the total video and then calculate the mean difference(M D) using (2):
MD =

D f (k,k+1)
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬
N-1

(2)

Where N is total number of frames.
3)

Co mpute standard variance STD of histogram difference over whole video sequence by using (3):
(3)

4)

Calculate the two threshold for two types of shots, i.e. Cut and Gradual Threshold by using (4):
T = MD + STD × A

(4)

Where A is pre-specified constant for both Cut and Gradual transitions. So we get two thresholds T CUT
and TGRD for cut and gradual transitions respectively.
5)

Now if the mean difference of two consecutive frames is greater than Cut threshold (T CUT), then Cut
transition is occurred in video sequence. If the mean d ifference of two consecutive frames is greater than
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Gradual threshold (TGRD ) and lower than Cut threshold (TCUT), then Gradual transition is occurred in video
sequence.
If TGRD < Df (k, k+1) < TCUT, Then Gradual Transition occur.
If Df (k, k+1) > TCUT, Then Cut Transition occur

IV.

KEY F RAME EXTRACTION

IV.1 Algorithm:
1) For finding a KEY frame fro m v ideo, take first frame of each shot is reference frame and all other frames
within shots are general frames. Co mputing the difference between all the general frames and reference
frame in each shot with the above algorithm.[2,7]
2) Searching for the maximu m difference within a shot: Max (i) = {D f (1, k)}, k= 2, 3…N.
3) Now if the Max(i) > M D, then the frame with the maximu m d ifference is called a key frame and otherwise
with respect to the odd number of a shot‟s frames, the frame in the middle of shot is chose as key frame; in
the case of the even number, any one fra me between the two frames in the middle of shot can be chose as
key frame.[7]
IV.2 Fl ow Chart:
The whole process of extracting a KEY frame fro m the video is as shown in fig.2 which shows the
flow chart for the whole process.

Fig. 2 Flow Chart

V.

SIMULATION RES ULT

We have imp lemented this algorith m in different types of uncompressed video stream. Here we show the results
of two different videos, one is fro m cricket match and another one is an action sequence from mov ie Resident
Ev il 5.
V.I Cricket Vi deo:

Fig. 3 Left side is showing that video is playing and right side shows Histogram of R,G,B
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Fig. 3 shows the video is playing in left side part and corresponding Histogram is seen in right side window.
Whereas fig. 4 shows the plot between Histogram d if ferences versus total number o f frames. At last fig. 5 shows
extracted Key frames. In this video fro m 527 frames total 11 KEY frames are extracted.

Fig. 4 Plot of Histogram Difference versus Number of Frames

Fig. 5 Extracted KEY Frames

V.II Action Movie:
This video is taken from the movie Resident Evil 5. Fig. 6 shows the plot between Histogram
differences versus total number of frames and fig. 7 shows extracted Key frames. In this video from 500 frames
total 38 KEY frames are extracted.

Fig. 6 Plot of Histogram Difference versus Number of Frames
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Fig. 7 Ext racted KEY Frames

VI.

CONCLUS ION & FUTURE SCOPE

In this paper, we see Chi Square technique for color Histogram method to find a shot boundary from
the video. After detecting a shot boundary we can extract the KEY frame fro m the video. Histogram method is
very time consuming process but the accuracy is higher especially in Gradual transitions. So we can say that
there is trade-off between speed and accuracy in Histogram method. This method is well sup ported to the
uncompressed stream. In future this method can extend to all types of videos and also extend for any format of
the video.
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